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 Country Sweden

 Created 18 Jun 2020

 Views 2.45M

 Sub count 10.40K

 Videos 635
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What is SHA 70's net worth?
SHA 70 is a Swedish YouTube channel with over 10.40K subscribers. It started 3 years

ago and has 635 uploaded videos.

The net worth of SHA 70's channel through 12 Aug 2023

 $5,260

Videos on the channel are categorized into Lifestyle, Society.

How much money does SHA 70 make from YouTube?
Below is an estimated average earnings from advertising on the channel, depending on

language, price and current audience.

Daily

$11

Weekly

$78

Monthly

$312

Yearly

$3,744

This income is valid for channel visits till Aug 12 and must be updated when channel
data changes. The channel may have additional revenue streams, such as sponsored
content and product sales, that are not reflected in these figures.

SHA 70 channel's current stats and earnings
Here are the stats for the last two weeks, separated by days.

The lowest daily views during this period are 1.28K

The highest daily views are 13.57K

Compared to the previous period, we have an average growth of 4.5% per week and

18.1% per month.

Stats

11 Aug $3

10 Aug $7

9 Aug $9

8 Aug $6

7 Aug $10

6 Aug $13

5 Aug $18

4 Aug $10

3 Aug $25

2 Aug $29

1 Aug $24

31 Jul $7

30 Jul $4

29 Jul $6

28 Jul $3

Forecast of next month's revenue

SHA 70 net worth for September 2023 - $369 

Similar

See also

Top Youtubers in Sweden

Best in category "Lifestyle"

Best in category "Society"

Methodology and Sources:

Net worth is calculated based on the publicly available CPM (cost per thousand views)

paid by advertisers. A channel's CPM varies depending on the location and

demographics of its audience, the number of subscribers a channel has, how frequently

it posts videos, and the total watch time of its content. We update this indicator regularly

with the latest trends and verified revenue data.

If you have information about SHA 70's exact income and audience by country, please

share it with us. This will help us refine the calculations and provide the most accurate

estimate of SHA 70's net worth.
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Dyhrs garage

$15,618

Roberto Vs The World

$48,625

Hur kan vi?

$18,189

Marlon Alves

$1,954,223

BOE Sosa

$15,663

SugarPuffAndFluff

$95,192
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